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E D U C A T I O N

For more than 150 years,
we have helped brands make
smart decisions about
how to best leverage readily
available print technologies.
Our legacy of innovation,
as evidenced by a robust
collection of go-to resources,
demonstrates Sappi’s role
as an upholder of standards
and a creator of new ones.
T H E
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By looking back through the pages,
we can look forward to a future
of exciting possibilities. Sappi has
a rich heritage and a legacy
of innovation, which we draw upon
as a great source of inspiration
and education. The Reflected Works
tells our story through a collection
of Advertising, Education and
Promotion pieces from 1910–1969.
Fully searchable, downloadable
and enjoyable, the collection lives on
at sappietc.com /reflected-works.

At Sappi, we believe that details matter,
which is why we work closely with printers, marketers
and merchants to deliver memorable customer
experiences. Our partnerships stand the test of time,
and our solutions help brands stand out.
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Getting up-close and personal,
we zoom in on printing problems that
may occur — whether with instructive
diagrams or at the other end of the line with
our Printer Technical Service reps.
Sappi confronts these challenges head-on,
partnering with experts to achieve
the best possible printed page.
Keeping presses free of contaminants
is a best practice, even today.
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Handle with care. It’s what we
recommend with paper on press and
with customers in the field. By maintaining
consistent humidity and temperature
in the press room, paper won’t unexpectedly
stretch or shrink, which means less waste
and a better-looking final product.
Paying attention to the conditions — be they
on press or in market — will ensure
that you deliver exactly what customers
are looking for.
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Speaking the language of design
and getting the most out of Sappi paper
was always easy. Just read any number
of our how-to guides — whether to learn about
calibrating presses or prepping direct mail
for optimal performance. Time- or cost-saving
techniques can be introduced to the process
without sacrificing quality. While sometimes
quick and easy does the trick, some ingenuity
and upfront investment can pay off
handsomely in the long run.
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By looking back through the pages, we can look
forward to a future of exciting possibilities. Sappi has
a rich heritage and a legacy of innovation, which we
draw upon as a great source of inspiration and education.
The Reflected Works tells our story through a collection
of Advertising, Education and Promotion pieces from
1910–1969. Fully searchable, downloadable and enjoyable,
the collection lives on at sappietc.com /reflected-works.
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Over time, innovation turns into foundation. See how the knowledge we shared then continues to help shape the industry today.
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Our education, training and consulting
resource, Sappi etc., gives you access
to more than a century of rare historical
documents, detailed case studies and
expert technical advice. Whether Sappispecific or industry-related, Sappi etc.
is the go-to for anyone looking to work
smarter and better, find inspiration or
navigate creative and printing processes.
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Use the Layar app to scan the cover
of this booklet and dig deeper into
The Reflected Works.
sappietc.com/reflected-works

